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This paper addresses the transcultural scope of manga, and it discusses
the role of the mangaesque (Berndt, 2012) in the latest graphic novel by
Argentinian comics artist Berliac, Sadbøi. I will pay special attention to
the interplay and dynamics of different labels for “manga,” Sadbøi’s aesthetic and formal characteristics, and the mangaesque elements within
this graphic novel. In order to do so, the paper falls into two major sections. Firstly, I will briefly introduce the dichotomy of “manga as style”
and manga as “made in Japan,” while highlighting some ways in which
“manga” is used as a label, especially in relation to Berliac’s approach.
Secondly, I will address Berliac’s mangaesque comics and the unique
signature label with which he refers to his own graphic narratives: gaijin
gekiga.1
Throughout this paper I am going to use “mangaesque” in a similar
sense to manga studies scholar Jaqueline Berndt. As she describes it, the
mangaesque is:
[…] what passes as “typically manga” (or typically anime) among
regular media users […] This focus I call “mangaesque,” in the sense of manga-like or typically manga, which is, of course, no established scholarly term, yet it allows to draw attention to practically
relevant popular discourses on the one hand and on the other to

1

Lit. “dramatic pictures” (gekiga) by a foreigner, outsider (gaijin). See latter half of this
paper. Both words are italicized throughout this paper as distinct from already naturalized Japanese words such as manga. Other words like mangaka are italicized only upon
first mention.
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critically informed, theoretical reflections on what may, or may
not, be expected from manga (and anime). (Berndt, 2012, 149).

Accordingly, I prefer to use the term mangaesque to address some comics
– and some of their formal features – as it provides a clear grasp of the
intertwined manga-like elements in them, emphasizing the autonomy of
the manga medium without relying so much on its Japanese roots.
Manga as Style, Manga as Movement, Manga as Rooted in Japan
When we try to define and contextualize what manga is, especially the
international scope of manga, we usually face two different approaches:
manga as rooted in Japan (produced in Japan for a Japanese audience
within the framework of magazine serialization) and manga as style (sequential narratives characterized by a set of formal, utterly distinguishable elements) which ultimately unfold within a larger transcultural
sphere. For some fans and academics these two stances seem to be
incompatible. Those who support the approach of manga as “made in
Japan” claim that manga are just Japanese comics – inexorably binding
this medium to Japan – and mangaesque graphic narratives made outside
Japan cannot be acknowledged as manga. However, some mangaesque
authors outside Japan stress manga’s form, thinking that manga is a style
made of a set of recognizable features which can be assimilated and used
in their own creations, and thus be addressed as manga. The first approach is connected to the idea of origin; tracing manga back to the 13th
century and the Chōjūgiga picture scrolls (of Frolicking Animals and
Humans), or the woodblock prints of the Edo period and Hokusai Manga
(1814-1878), outlining a sense of continuity up to modern manga. This
approach has been largely contested (Berndt, 2007a), pointing out the
absence of real continuity apart from the simple diachrony, and tying
instead the origin of manga to the comic strips and satirical cartoons from
the US and Europe (Berndt, 2007b; Steward, 2013).
In 2012, the Royal Spanish Academy2 decided to finally include the
word manga in the official Spanish lexicon. However, the initial satisfaction of fans rapidly turned into ruckus and disappointment3 when the
2

Generally abbreviated as RAE (Real Academia Española), the Royal Spanish Academy
is an official institution which sets the spoken and written standards for the Spanish
language.
3
Some newspapers reflected both the initial protests and the subsequent amendment;
e.g. El Mundo editorial (2012), ABC editorial (2012).
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suggested definition turned out to be “a comics genre of Japanese origin,
characterized by simple drawings, dominated by erotic, violent and fantastic plots” (Abella, 2012, no page). This definition was similar, indeed, to
the one provided by the Oxford Dictionary back at that time. After
receiving harsh criticism by fans, publishers, editors, and authors both in
media and social networks – and even some complaints by the Japanese
embassy in Spain – the Royal Spanish Academy chose to change this early
definition and embraced a softer, neutral, aseptic one without nuance:
“Comics of Japanese origin.” That is to say, Japanese comics. I find this
incident revealing, as it is actually pointing to the aforementioned debate
and yet, despite the initial pejorative meaning, I believe both definitions
provide insights into how manga is seen and perceived by a majority of
readers worldwide. The first definition puts the emphasis on form and
plot-related issues, while the latter stresses the Japaneseness of manga.
We could also argue that this dichotomy falls into the scope of the
ongoing Cool Japan campaign, underscoring the difficulty to reconcile the
idea of manga as “made in Japan” within the growing and evolving
transnational scope of the mangaesque.
Sociologist Zoltan Kacsuk addressed this dichotomy in his presentation at the 15th Annual International Conference on Japanese Studies
held in Manila in 2015, and recently he expanded his ideas into a comprehensive and informative paper (see Kacsuk, 2018). The focus on manga as
style usually takes into account both the visuals and the content of the
text itself, involving different recognizable features such as conventionalized character and background designs, visual codes, panel layout, genre,
themes, tropes, the overall prevalence of a subjective point of view, or
narrative structures. Comparatively, those who support an understanding
of manga as rooted in Japan tend to highlight particularities of production
and industry such as the magazine model of publication and circulation,
the role of Japanese editors in the creative process, the Japanese visual
and cultural environment, or the media-mix potential of the manga medium. For many fans, Japan remains the source which ultimately legitimates manga. The fact that we usually highlight the above-mentioned
two approaches doesn’t necessarily mean that they are mutually excluding. Production-related issues have historically influenced the aesthetics
of manga, while the form of manga has facilitated the production model.
Furthermore, there are multiple ways to address manga, and while the
dichotomous categorization still remains a quite relevant issue, it does not
necessarily cover the entirety of the manga debate. Sociologist Casey
Brienza (2015) suggested a whole range of reasons to engage with manga:
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manga as marketing, manga as style, manga as Japanese, manga as quality,
and what she calls “Why do you care so much.” But we could also argue
that manga as a claim, manga as an identity, or even manga as a mash-up
of all these categories could be an equally valid option. What the “style
vs. Japan” debate fails to consider is that manga is being used by authors
and aficionados worldwide neither as a style nor as anchored in Japan,
but as a movement with a huge fanbase, bearing a profound sense of
belonging and a meaning of deeper symbolic and intangible values.
Beyond the style approach, manga as a movement is entirely defined by
the idea of community, since the community is what ultimately defines
the dimension and scope of this notion of manga. Mangaesque authors
feel supported by their own kind, relying on this wider sense of movement when making their artistic claims.
Over the last few decades, manga understood both as style and
movement has grown as a larger medium in many countries, raising
questions about manga’s materiality, its deeper connections to production
issues, and the role of the mangaesque. There have been attempts to
unite some of these trends under specific labels (nouvelle manga, 4
Manfra,5 Iberomanga,6 OEL manga,7 or Berliac’s gaijin gekiga) for various
purposes: marketing and commerce, self-promotion, or even identity
claims. Therefore, numerous works tagged as OEL manga, manfra, or
Iberomanga, but also mangaesque comics from the Philippines, Indonesia,
Brazil, and Vietnam share common traits associated with “manga as
movement” and “manga as style” (fig. 1, after references). However,
sometimes the boundaries of the mangaesque become blurry, more complex and difficult to fix, especially when we address utterly transnational
artists such as the Spanish-Japanese author Ken Niimura, well-known for
the award-winning graphic novel I Kill Giants8 or his manga series Henshin (Metamorphosis), first serialized in Ikki (2013) and later compiled
into one single tankōbon book volume. Niimura’s drawings adapt to the
4

New manga.
Manga from the francophone realm.
6
Manga from the Spanish-language realm.
7
Original English-language manga.
8
I Kill Giants was created by writer Joe Kelly and artist J. M. Ken Niimura, and first
published by Image Comics in 2008. It won the Gold Award at the 5th International
Manga Award in 2012, and it was also nominated for the Eisner Award in the category of
Best Publication for Teens. Recently it was adapted into a feature film by Anders
Walter.
5
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specific requirements of each given domestic market (regarding format,
reading direction, etc.) while keeping a consistent and utterly recognizable visual and narrative style, whether published in the US (as comics), in
Spain (as tebeos and graphic novels), or Japan (as manga): panel layout,
character design, and the agile, unrefined linework remain quite similar
(fig. 2).
Within the Francophone scene there are two cases that present radically different approaches to the mangaesque phenomenon: the nouvelle
manga group led by author Frédéric Boilet, and the Lastman series created by comics artists Bastien Vivès, Balak, and Michaël Sanlaville. 9
Remarkably, France, being the largest manga market in the world outside
Japan, has also been one of the countries with a strong protectionist approach towards manga. In a similar fashion to what happened with the
Impressionist artists and Japonisme, the manga label plays an important
role as a marketing tool, for example, for the nouvelle manga, since this
artistic movement aestheticizes manga without seeking a deeper understanding of the medium. France is a country where the concept of author
and authorship is deeply rooted; and while the nouvelle manga favored
connections between French and Japanese artists, it hardly resembles anything remotely mangaesque, neither from a style nor a production perspective (fig. 3).
Lastman, on the other hand, does not mimic manga aesthetics but
rather manga marketing and production. It is defined by its authors as a
“French-style manga,” and it also involves other influences such as Disney
movies and blockbusters from the 1980s and 1990s by renowned director
Steven Spielberg. As Vivès highlights, “we use the format and some codes
of the manga but we’re not aiming at imitating Japanese culture” (Brunner, 2014), but rather the efficiency of the Japanese system in running a
demanding long-term series. Lastman is inspired by manga as a product,
for example, its large-sized volumes with dust jacket (kanzen-ban), and
its rendering of the very first pages of an otherwise monochrome volume
in color (fig. 4). Furthermore, this series relies heavily on manga’s mediamix potential, with several products such as a prequel animated series,
video games, and merchandising products. Although Vivès, Balak, and
Sanlaville frequently claim to be drawing a French manga (Balak et al.,
2018), it seems pretty obvious that the authorial perspective prevails:
apart from some panel transitions that resemble a mangaesque layout,
Lastman does not make use of distinguishing fea- tures that are popularly
9

Ongoing, first published by Casterman in 2013.
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perceived as “manga style.”
However, Lastman also dangerously borders on cultural appropriation
whenever it takes a both parodic and dominant point of view towards
manga and Japan. The authors have richly commented on Japan in a
satirical way, often resorting to clichés, or with frequent references to the
hypersexualization of Japanese women – repeatedly providing a misrepresented image – for example, by the fact that Tanaka Hitomi, a Japanese porn actress with no previous connection to the series, was hired to
appear in the advertising campaign. Sometimes it is hard to tell whether a
calculated marketing strategy or a cynical sense of humor is at play.
Berliac and the Mangaesque
In May 2018 the Argentinian artist Berliac presented his latest graphic
novel at the Stockholm International Comics Festival, Sadbøi (fig. 5).
Following the Spanish publication by Sapristi in September 2017, it was
now released in Swedish by Lystring. Sadbøi tells the story of a refugee
boy (Sadbøi) who arrives at a Nordic country10 and has to deal with different issues – as a result of his uneven status and the social expectations
around him – and who finally grows to become a delinquent. In this posttruth era, Berliac’s narrative develops a consistent and inspired criticism
of anti-immigrant discourses and provides an insightful analysis of identity issues, while providing a very interesting take on contemporary art and
performance. Sadbøi was described as “a statement on the treatment of
immigrants – the challenge of being expected to conform to a society’s
ideals in a world that prematurely condemns outsiders” (Burns, 2017).
Berliac addresses the challenges that an immigrant boy could face when
he arrives in a foreign country; the loneliness of a possibly hostile environment, problems of adaptation and lack of follow-up in his personal
development, expectations of those around him who often (purposefully) ignore the sordid personal background that pushed him away from
his home in the first place. Berliac states, “I realize that his condition –
refugees – carries an implicit identity imposed by third parties” (Parkas,
2017a). To some extent, Berliac shows that the refugee issue is not solved
by an on-off outbreak of solidarity, but requires, initially, at least, an
10

Although the destination country has not been specifically addressed in the book, over
several interviews Berliac himself has made it clear that the events depicted in Sadbøi
could take place in Sweden. The title refers to the Sad Boys, the music group of the
Scandinavian Young Lean, and a rap subgenre.
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understanding and a long-term agenda. Moreover, his parodic approach to
the contemporary art industry – often depicted as full of snobbery and
posturing – conceals a more profound consideration of the notion of
appropriation in contemporary art, the use of performance as an artistic
practice with Sadbøi’s brilliant farewell as a robbery performance, or the
hypocrisy of the art market. Hence, Sadbøi “discusses the role of art in
the development of one’s own identity, while challenging the reader with
direct and diaphanous questions” (Parkas, 2017a). Displaying violence,
drama, and a well-balanced dark sense of humor, Sadbøi is Berliac’s most
prominent graphic novel so far and the best example of his unique storytelling and visual style, labeled by himself as gaijin gekiga.
While praised by critics, Berliac has also received harsh criticism by
some readers, bloggers, and columnists as a result of controversial issues
surrounding both his work and his persona. He faced criticism with
regards to his mangaesque approach, due to the fact that he publicizes his
comics under the label gaijin gekiga, since some fans reject addressing
those comics which have not been produced in Japan as manga. Furthermore, as Berliac himself explained during a personal conversation,
while his style has been evolving towards a more mangaesque approach,
he also received criticism from authors and critics of his home country
for deviating from an underground comics aesthetics (when he was a
child, manga was – as Berliac himself explains – associated with the
feminine, and therefore a graphic style that ‘should not be used’ by male
cartoonists). Finally, Sadbøi’s release in the US by Drawn & Quarterly was
cancelled after some readers and trans writer Sarah Horrocks had accused
Berliac of transphobia (Parkas, 2017b), following an argument with
Horrocks over his article “Gay-jin”11 published online in 2015, where he
compared drawing manga to transitioning. This argument developed into
accusations of cultural appropriation, sarcastically addressed in the last
chapter of his 2017 series Asian Store Junkies, a collection of short stories
about two friends and flatmates fascinated with umami (a Japan-derived
category of taste – besides sweet, sour, salty, and bitter – corresponding
to the flavor of glutamates, especially monosodium glutamate).
Gekiga is a Japanese term for comics that literally means “dramatic
picture.” It stands for manga aimed at adult audiences, sometimes described as extensively using cinematic techniques (Holmberg, 2011) and
11

http://trulyunpleasant.tumblr.com/post/117040149893/mercurialblonde-berliac-mercu
rialblonde
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mature themes, and often seen as a response to the early work of Tezuka
Osamu and other artists who ruled the manga industry in the late 1940s
and early 1950s. The name gekiga was coined in 1957 by now-renowned
author Tatsumi Yoshihiro and adopted by other like-minded Japanese
cartoonists.12 Although gekiga has lost its original meaning within the
manga industry, some authors continue to use the form with a clear aesthetic aim or, once again, to claim to publish “alternative comics” different from the respective mainstream.
Besides the captivating plot and subject, Berliac raises interesting
questions concerning gekiga in Sadbøi, but he also exemplifies some of
the contradictions embedded within the manga-as-style vs. manga-asJapanese debate. Gekiga character designs differ from those of mainstream manga, and the page layout, too, is more regular. However, today’s
seinen (youth) manga can be understood as gekiga’s conceptual heir;
many of gekiga’s initially distinguishable features – mature readership,
dramatic plot, and abundance of cinematic approaches – are still visible
there. Berliac’s inclination to the somehow outdated genre of gekiga –
whose themes and forms have been long assimilated by the mainstream –
might provide a different perspective of the mangaesque when compared
to other variants. Besides, Beliac’s calling himself mangaka (manga creator) and his work gaijin gekiga is a means of identity claim, distinguishing himself from other comics artists and making a stand within the
larger comics industry, but he thereby also reclaims his deep connection
to the Japanese original medium, and he defines a manga-influenced artistic movement. In other words, gekiga to him is not just a label for stylistic purposes but a movement with its own agenda, defined by social
and artistic ideas – and precisely therefore forming a third category not
entirely included in Kacsuk’s graph.
The gaijin gekiga label holds potential, although it implies an initial
contradiction quite common among mangaesque authors. Sometimes
OEL manga, Manfra, Amerimanga, Iberomanga authors and many other
similar artists emphasize the importance of the Japaneseness within their
work while failing to acknowledge it as a different (initially derivative)
style. Paradoxically, by stressing the bond of their graphic narratives to a
Japanese origin on the discursive level, these artists distance themselves
from the transnational scope which ultimately would have solved the
12

Tatsumi addressed Ghost Taxi (Yūrei takushii, 1957) – one of his very first manga series – as gekiga. Authors in Garo magazine such as Shirato Sanpei and Tsuge Yoshiharu
are usually considered pioneers of gekiga.
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problem of “authenticity” (Kacsuk, 2018). By calling himself mangaka and
labelling his work gaijin gekiga Berliac challenges the very principles that
his comics pursue, namely, the duality of transnationality vs. Japancentricity. Gaijin gekiga involves a tricky contradiction: As gaijin (foreigner, outsider) the artist distances himself from the Japanese root of
manga, while gekiga – due to its outdatedness – implies a distance from
contem- porary manga. Berliac has repeatedly addressed this contradiction in interviews: “I’m not influenced by manga: I draw manga (…). If
someone goes to a karate dojo, wearing a karate uniform, and using karate
terms, we would never say he’s ‘influenced’ by karate, but rather that he
does kara- te. I don’t understand why some people still neglect to admit
that I’m a mangaka.”13
Here Berliac is clearly relying on the “manga as style” approach. The
use of character designs and panel layouts similar to those used by early
gekiga authors, and some visual codes and facial expressions used in
contemporary manga would suffice, in his own eyes, to have his work
recognized as manga and therefore himself as a mangaka. If so, it would
be therefore enough to create works with a mangaesque aesthetic to
introduce oneself as a mangaka, without the aspects of the manga industry in Japan – the serialized magazine publications or the role of the editor – as equally vital defining traits. However, Berliac uses a quite interesting and differentiating approach: By mirroring an already outdated
movement and style he avoids becoming a ‘copy,’ and as he is not deviating from any current style in the first place he becomes neither derivative
nor imitative. While some critics may identify the connections to the
gekiga aesthetics, many readers and manga fans will find Berliac’s gaijin
gekiga clearly different from what they know today as manga, regardless
of whether some of them are unfamiliar with historic gekiga works, or
because they perceive gekiga traits in Berliac’s graphic novels more as a
reference and homage than a copy.
When asked about gaijin gekiga, Berliac might be expected to focus
on the discourse of origin rather than form, but he does not. By calling
himself a mangaka and labelling his work gaijin gekiga Berliac makes a
claim. Gaijin gekiga is, of course, part of a marketing strategy, but by no
means primarily. Berliac’s gaijin gekiga is, as a label, meant to dissolve
comics’ closed categories, until there will be no more labels. Berliac
argues that the use of certain cultural and/or aesthetic references in settings other than those for which they were originally conceived enriches
13

Cited in Parkas, 2017a. Translated from Spanish by the author.
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the discourse and brings down boundaries (Parkas, 2017a). Moreover, he
thinks of comics as a whole, beyond cultural labels such as American
comics, European BD,14 or Japanese manga. According to him, the formal
aspects usually connected to these labels should be used regardless of the
place of creation, and be removed from the cultural baggage that they
sometimes carry, solely borrowing the formal features with an aesthetic
and narrative intention, and ultimately investing them with a new meaning. Furthermore, gaijin gekiga is a bold attempt to address the fluidity
of comics as such, a medium which itself facilitates the idea of fluid identity (among other things, due to its non-photographic, i.e. non-indexical
representation). Only when this “no-labels” goal is achieved might Berliac
renounce the gaijin gekiga label, as it would be no longer necessary. Thus,
Berliac’s stand ultimately favors a transnational and transcultural approach to comics.
Berliac’s formalism also follows a clever strategy. Usually, OEL manga
deeply relies on conventions like chibi,15 vertical balloons (which initially
accommodated Japanese script), shōjo-mangaesque multilayered panel
layouts, onomatopoeias, i.e. sound-word graphisms, and even in language
use with an abundance of everyday Japanese expressions and honorific
suffixes. However, the bodily movements of Berliac’s characters and the
stylized rounded faces, especially Sadbøi’s, immediately resonate with
those from Tatsumi’s early works (fig. 6), Ishinomori Shōtarō’s vivid
expressions and ukiyo-e references, or even some of Hino Hideshi’s twisted human beings. Sadbøi’s face is rendered with an iconic and minimal
approach, similar to an emoji, conceding almost all the emotional nuances
to the eyes and the symbols (fig. 7).
Berliac’s Sadbøi is monochromatic, but it does not necessarily use
black and white. Like many other of Berliac’s comics it is entirely printed
in indigo blue, in a fashion reminiscent of the 3-color printing used by
gekiga authors in the late 1950s and 1960s. Furthermore, for the Swedish
edition Berliac insisted on choosing a material which also resembles early
gekiga publications: thin, yellowish and timbered textured paper, as well
as a cheap, flexible and glossy dust jacket. Yet, the latter feels more like a
homage; despite the resemblance, the quality of both paper and cover has
nothing to do with the bad finishing typical of early gekiga.

14
15

BD: bande dessinée (French: comics).
A cartoonish, or “super-deformed,” child-like version of a manga character.
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Notwithstanding these typicalities of early gekiga, Berliac uses some of
the conventional signs of contemporary manga’s visual language (a whole
set of recognizable symbols to convey emotions) together with other
artistic visual references without risking mimicking the mainstream. By
reference to an outdated historic genre such as gekiga, this Argentinian
artist distances himself from the debate of imitation. Interestingly, his
gekiga connection allows him to appeal to a larger readership (including
those who usually prefer graphic novels over contemporary manga) without giving up his recognizable mangaesque roots.
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Figure 1. Belén Ortega, Himawari (cover image and two pages). First published by
Glènat in 2011 under the Gaijin Manga label. Current edition published by Planeta
Cómic (2017). Ortega’s Himawari is a prominent example of Spanish Iberomanga.
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Figure 2. Upper part of the image: Joe Kelly and Ken Niimura, I Kill Giants
(cover image and two pages), Image comics, 2008. Lower part of the image: Ken
Niimura, Henshin (cover image and two pages), IKKI Comics, Shōgakukan,
2014.
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Figure 3: Frédéric Boilet and Benoît Peeters, Tokyo is my Garden (three pages).
First published in France by Casterman (1997) and in Japan by Kôrinsha Press
(1998). English Edition by Ponent Mon (2007).

Figure 4: Three double-spreads from Lastman, an on-going series by Bastien
Vivès, Balak and Michaël Sanlaville, first published in France in 2013. US
edition by First Second (2015).
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Figure 5: Berliac, Sadbøi (cover image and three double-spreads). Swedish
edition by Lystring Publishing (2018). Note the panel layout on page 110 and the
Hokusai references on page 23. Emotions are coded in a mangaesque way.
However, the protagonist’s overall facial design powerfully resembles those
from Tatsumi’s early works.

Figure 6: Tatsumi Yoshihiro’s early characters designs. Example pages feature
The Shinigami Room and Ghost Taxi – published in the short-stories compilation
magazine Shadow (Hinomaru Bunko, 1956) and City (1957).
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Figure 7: Compilation of Sadbøi's panels depicting conventionalized mangaesque elements (pp. 14 [A], 30 [B], 104 [C], 52 [D], 49 [E]).
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